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SALVAGE SABOTAGE

By a Special Correspondent.

There are hundreds of thousands of people in this country who are

helping the enemy every day. They are the Salvage Saboteurs -- householders
who continue to throw into the dustbin valuable salvage material that will

help to make munitions, armaments and equipment for the Fighting Forces, and

stuff that will feed animals and help to grow precious crops. Waste paper,

scrap metal, meat bones, rags, worn-out rubber articles and kitchen scraps --

all thrown into dustbins.

Thousands of hours of valuable labour is spaent in sorting this material

that is flung carelessly into dustbins. But that is not the most serious

part of this Salvage Sabotage. Hundreds of thousands of tons of good material

is being rendered useless to the war effort through this peacetime dustbin

habit.

Recently, at a wharf near London, I watched barges discharging tons of

material on to mountainous dumps. All the stuff had come from dustbins --

vegetables, old clothes, broken gramophone records, paper bottles, worn-out

kettles, tins, old hot water bottles, meat bones, parts of bicycles, etc.,
all mixed up in the ashes from the firegrates of thousands of homes.

The official of a large Borough told me yesterday that if everyone in this

Borough would stop putting paper into dustbins, it would increase the Borough’s

monthly collection by 80 per cent.

Approached on this subject of Salvage Sabotage, an expert of the Salvage
and Recovery Board of the Ministry of Supply, said that figures showing the

amount of salvage wasted since the war started had not been worked out, but it

is estimated that 500,000 tons of paper has been wasted through dustbins

enough to make 50,000,000 containers for anti-aircraft shells. 150,000 tons of

scrap metal has been thrown into dustbins -- enough to make 7,500 cruiser tanks

or 150 destroyers. 25,000 tons of rags of all kinds, thousands of tons of

which would have made blankets for the troops. 39,000 tons of bones, sufficient

to provide tons of nitro-glycerine for making high explosives. And 450,000 tons

of kitchen waste, enough to rear 500,000 pigs for pork.

It is hoped that the newly launched Scheme for appointing Salvage Stewards

in every street in every town and village will largely reduce this dustbin

waste.

Men and women are volunteering as Stewards and receive an official

certificate of authority. It is considered one of the most important of the

war jobs which anyone who has time to spare can undertake. More and more the

Nation has got to turn to other channels for supplies of raw materials. Now,
as never before, each householder must bring the war to its own doorstep, and

give all it can.

If you wish to become Salvage Steward for your street, you should call at

your local Council Offices, or write.
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